Crooked Moon Night Goblins

For many years now the Crooked Moon has been the leading force amongst the Greenskin forces of the Eight Peaks, since the rise of their Chieftain Skarsnik. Once the main faction in this underground war they had control of most of the city and even took hold of the throne room of dwarf kings of old. Albeit his power is now much diminished the sly goblin warchief still from his powerbase on Karag Zilfin, dreaming to have some day all the city under his power.

This warband is a version of the Night Goblin one from the Karak Azgal supplement.

Special Rules

Animosity:
Goblins spend much of their lives squabbling and fighting amongst themselves. Sometimes this will happen at the worst of times. At the beginning of each Night Goblin turn roll a D6. On a roll of 1 they start to squabble and will do nothing else for the rest of the turn. Only Night Goblins are affected. Trolls, Squigs, Snoblings and other non-Goblins are not affected and will act as normal.

Hate Stunties and Skaven:
Night Goblins are subject to hatred towards Dwarfs and Skaven. This only affects Night Goblins not any other Greenskins. Fanatics are so out of their skull that they are not affected.

Night Goblin Special Skills

Ded Shooty:
The clever little git adds +6" to the range of any missile weapons he uses (not including nets)

Sneaky Git:
The greenskin is so sneaky that he can move D3 of his warband members after all other deployment is complete. Night Goblin Big Boss only.
INFILTRATE:
AS SKAVEN SKILL.

NETTER:
The goblin as adept at using a net to disable his enemies. They learn their skill hunting
wild cave squigs in the depths of the mountains. The technique he has mastered is 'Chuck
and charge'. The goblin may declare that he is making a net charge. He throws the net at
a target in the same way as described in the MORDHEIM RULEBOOK. If he hits and the target
fails to escape, the net then target counts as knocked down and the goblin completes his
charge. If he misses or the target escapes then the goblin makes a failed charge. If the
failed charge would take him into base contact then stop him 1" away. A warrior who is
cought in a net will be automatically hit in combat. The goblin must still roll to wound
just as with a knocked down enemy. In the warrior's next recovery phase, unless he is
stunned or out of action he will cut himself out of the net but cannot do anything else
and will go last in combat just as if he had stood up from being knocked down.

NIGHT GOBLIN SKILL TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Combat</th>
<th>Shooting</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Special</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIG BOSS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSS</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHOICE OF WARRIORS
A NIGHT GOBLIN WARBAND MUST INCLUDE A MINIMUM OF 3 MODELS. YOU HAVE 500 GOLD CROWNS,
WHICH YOU CAN USE TO RECRUIT AND EQUIP YOUR WARBAND. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF WARRIORS
IN THE WARBAND IS 20.

BIG BOSS: EACH NIGHT GOBLIN WARBAND MUST HAVE ONE BIG BOSS; NO MORE, NO LESS!
SHAMAN: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 1 SHAMAN.
BOSS: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 2 BOSSES.
SQUIG HOPPER: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 2 SQUIG HOPPERS.
NIGHT GOBLIN: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE ANY NUMBER OF NIGHT GOBLINS.
FANATICS: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 2 FANATICS.
CAVE SQUIG: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 5 CAVE SQUIGS. YOU MAY NEVER HAVE MORE CAVE SQUIGS IN YOUR WARBAND THAN TROLLS.
SHOTLINGS: YOUR WARBAND MAY INCLUDE UP TO 1 SHOTLING MOB.
STARTING EXPERIENCE
A BIG BOSS STARTS WITH 17 EXPERIENCE.
A SHAMAN STARTS WITH 10 EXPERIENCE.
A BOSS STARTS WITH 6 EXPERIENCE.
A SQUIG HOPPER STARTS WITH 6 EXPERIENCE.
HENCHMEN START WITH 0 EXPERIENCE.

NIGHT GOBLIN EQUIPMENT LISTS

NIGHT GOBLIN EQUIPMENT LIST
- HAND TO HAND COMBAT WEAPONS
DAGGER 1ST FREE 2 GC
SWORD 10 GC
SPEAR 10 GC
CLUB 3 GC
- MISSILE WEAPONS
SHORT BOW 5 GC
ARMOUR
LIGHT ARMOUR 20 GC
SHIELD 5 GC
HELMET 10 GC

FANATIC EQUIPMENT LIST
- HAND TO HAND COMBAT WEAPONS
POISON DAGGERS 25 GC
DOUBLE HANDED WEAPON 15 GC
BALL & CHAIN 15 GC
MISCELLANEOUS
MAD CAP MUSHROOMS 25 GC

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

POISON DAGGERS
25 GC COMMON (FANATICS ONLY) A PAIR OF DAGGERS WHICH ARE COATED IN DEATH CAP MUSHROOM JUICE, THE COATING IS RE-APPLIED FOR FREE AFTER EVERY GAME, IT IS DERIVED FROM THE DEADLY DEATH CAP MUSHROOMS AND HAS THE SAME EFFECT AS BLACK LOTUS.

MAD CAP MUSHROOMS
THE FEARED CULT OF GOBLIN FANATICS OF THE WORLD'S EDGE MOUNTAINS USE THESE HALLUCINOGENIC MUSHROOMS TO DRIVE THEMSELVES INTO A FRENZIED STATE. EFFECT: ANY WARRIOR WHO TAKES MAD CAP MUSHROOMS BEFORE A BATTLE WILL BE SUBJECT TO FRENZY, THE MAD CAP MUSHROOM HAS NO EFFECT ON UNDEAD SUCH AS VAMPIRES AND ZOMBIES, OR THE POSSESSED. SIDE EFFECT: AFTER THE BATTLE, ROLL A D6 ON A ROLL OF A 1 THE MODEL BECOMES PERMANENTLY STUPID.

10
BALL AND CHAIN
This is a huge iron ball with a chain attached, used by the dreaded Night Goblin fanatics to deal out Whirling Death. Enormously heavy, it can only be used when combined with Mad Cap Mushrooms. [Goblins only]
Range: Close Combat
Strength: As User +2
Special rule: Two Handed, Incredible Force, Cumbersome, Unwieldy, Random
Special rules
Two Handed: A model armed with a ball and chain may not use a shield, buckler or additional weapon in close combat. If the model is equipped with a shield he will still get a +1 bonus to his armour save against shooting incredible force. Because the ball and chain is so heavy, normal armour does very little to protect against it. No armour saves are allowed against wounds caused by a ball and chain. In addition, any hit from a ball and chain is very likely to take off someone’s head (or at least break some ribs!). Therefore, any hit that successfully wounds will do 35d wounds instead of 1.
Cumbersome: Because the ball and chain is so heavy, a model equipped with one may carry no other weapons or equipment. In addition, only a model under the influence of Mad Cap Mushrooms has the strength to wield a ball and chain.

HEROES

1 Big Boss 45 Gold Crowns to Hire
Like all Greenskins Night Goblin society is ruled by the biggest and meanest of the tribe. Goblins have one advantage over their larger cousins - they are cunning too. To climb to the position of Big Boss the Goblin must be sneaky and backstabbing as well as the biggest and best.
Profile: M WS BS S T W I A L D
4 3 3 3 3 2 1 7
Weapons/Armour: A Big Boss may be equipped with weapons from the Night Goblin list.
Special rules
Leader: any model in the warband within 6" of the big boss may use his leadership instead of their own.
0-1 SHAMAN 50 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
DESPITE THEIR SMALLER SIZE NIGHT GOBLIN SHAMANS ARE EVERY BIT AS POWERFUL AS THEIR ORC COUNTERPARTS. THEY CAN SUMMON THE POWER OF THE WAAAGH! GENERATED BY THEIR FIGHTING COMRADES AND CALL ON GORK AND MORK FOR THEIR SUPERNATURAL ASSISTANCE.
PROFILE
M WS BS S T W I A LD
4 2 5 3 3 1 3 1 6
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A SHAMAN MAY BE EQUIPPED FROM THE NIGHT GOBLIN LIST.
SPECIAL RULES
WIZARD
A NIGHT GOBLIN SHAMAN IS A WIZARD AND USES WAAAGH! MAGIC.

0-2 BOSSES 25 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
GOBLIN BOSSES LIKE TO THINK THAT THEY ARE THE BEST AND TOUGHEST FIGHTERS IN THE TRIBE. OF COURSE THE BIG BOSS KNOWS BETTER BUT HE HAS TO WATCH HIS BACK WHEN THE OTHER BOSSES ARE AROUND.
PROFILE
M WS BS S T W I A LD
4 3 3 3 1 2 1 6
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A BOSS MAY BE EQUIPPED WITH FROM THE NIGHT GOBLIN LIST.

0-2 SQUIG HOPPERS 30 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
NIGHT GOBLINS ARE FUNDAMENTALLY CRAZY, THEIR BUILDINGS ARE BUT SHAMBLING SHANTIES, THEY HUNT DEADLY SQUIGS AND DRINK TOXIC MUSHROOM BEER. IT COMES AS NO SURPRISE THEN THAN THE MOST UNBALANCED OF THEM JUMP ONTO A SQUIG AND USE IT AS IMPROVISED CAVALRY.
PROFILE
M WS BS S T R W I A LD
2 6 3 0 4 3 1 4 1 6
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A SQUIG HOPPER CAN'T BE EQUIPPED WITH ANY WEAPONS BUT CAN PICK ARMOUR FROM THE NIGHT GOBLINS LIST.

HENCHMEN (BOUGHT ON GROUPS OF 1-5)

NIGHT GOBLINS 15 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
INDIVIDUALLY NIGHT GOBLINS ARE WEAK AND COWARDLY BUT TOGETHER THEY MAKE A FORCE TO BE RECKONED WITH. PREFERING TO ATTACK IN LARGE NUMBERS THEY ARE ADEPT AT HIT AND RUN TACTICS AND CAN TAKE DOWN FOES MUCH STRONGER THAN THEMSELVES.
PROFILE
M WS BS S T W I A LD
4 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 5
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A NIGHT GOBLIN MAY BE EQUIPPED FROM THE NIGHT GOBLIN LIST.
0-2 FANATICS 20 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
THE CAVES WHERE NIGHT GOBLINS LIVE ARE RICH IN VARIOUS FORMS OF FUNGI. THE GOBLINS ARE ABLE TO MAKE USE OF THESE AND EVEN CULTIVATE SOME OF THEM. BEST KNOWN ARE THE MADCAP MUSHROOMS. THESE DRIVE ANYONE WHO EATS THEM INTO A FROTHING FIGHTING FRENZY. SOME OF THE NIGHT GOBLINS ARE DELIBERATELY FED LARGE QUANTITIES OF MADCAP MUSHROOMS TO TURN THEM INTO CRAZED KILLING MACHINES. OFTEN SEEN ON OPEN BATTLEFIELDS WIELDING A HUGE BALL AND CHAIN THEY ADOPT SLIGHTLY SAFER WEAPONS IN THE CONFINES OF KARAK EIGHT PEAKS.
PROFILE M WS BS S T W I A LD
4 2 3 3 3 1 3 5
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: A FANATIC MAY BE EQUIPPED WITH WEAPONS FROM THE FANATIC LIST.
SPECIAL RULES
ADDICT: THE FANATIC IS DEPENDENT ON A REGULAR SUPPLY OF MADCAP MUSHROOMS. IF HE CAN’T GET ANY BEFORE A BATTLE HE WILL STAY IN HIS CAVE FOAMING AT THE MOUTH AND NOT TAKE PART. IF AVAILABLE HE WILL EAT HIS MUSHROOMS BEFORE THE BATTLE.
LOONEY: DUE TO THE EFFECT OF THE MUSHROOMS HE IS SUBJECT TO FRENZY. HE MUST ALSO TEST FOR PERMANENT DAMAGE AFTER THE BATTLE AS DESCRIBED IN THE RULEBOOK.
FRANTIC: THE FANATIC IS HYPERACTIVE AND WILL STRIKE FIRST IN COMBAT IGNORING PENALTIES FOR WEAPONS OR INITIATIVE ORDER.

0-5 CAVE SQUIGS 15 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE
GOBLINS RAISE THE DEADLY CAVE SQUIGS. THESE CREATURES ARE A CURIOUS BLEND OF ANIMAL AND FUNGI, AND ARE COMPOSED MOSTLY OF TEETH, HORNS AND A NASTY TEMPERAMENT.
PROFILE M WS BS S T W I A LD
2DG 4 0 4 3 1 4 5
WEAPONS/ARMOUR: BIG GOB AND BRUTALITY! CAVE SQUIGS NEVER USE WEAPONS OR ARMOUR.
SPECIAL RULES
MOVEMENT: CAVE SQUIGS DO NOT HAVE A SET MOVEMENT CHARACTERISTIC BUT MOVE WITH AN UNGAINLY BOUNCING STRIDE. TO REPRESENT THIS, WHEN MOVING SQUIGS, ROLL 2DG FOR THE DISTANCE THEY MOVE. SQUIGS NEVER RUN AND NEVER DECLARE CHARGES. INSTEAD THEY ARE ALLOWED TO CONTACT ENEMY MODELS WITHIN THEIR NORMAL 2DG MOVEMENT. IF THIS HAPPENS, THEY COUNT AS CHARGING FOR THE FOLLOWING ROUND OF CLOSECOMBAT, JUST AS IF THEY HAD DECLARED A CHARGE.
MINDERZ: EACH CAVE SQUIG MUST ALWAYS REMAIN WITHIN 6" OF A NIGHT GOBLIN. IF A CAVE SQUIG FINDS ITSELF WITHOUT A GOBLIN WITHIN 6" AT THE START OF IT’S MOVEMENT PHASE, IT WILL GO WILD. FROM THAT POINT ON, MOVE THE SQUIG 2DG” IN A RANDOM DIRECTION DURING ALL IT’S MOVEMENT PHASES. IF IT’S RANDOM MOVEMENT TAKES IT INTO CONTACT WITH ANOTHER MODEL (FRIEND OR FOE), IT WILL ENGAGE THE MODEL IN HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT AS NORMAL.
ANIMALS: CAVE SQUIGS ARE ANIMALS OF A SORT AND SO DO NOT GAIN EXPERIENCE.
0-1 TROLL 200 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE.
TROLLS ARE NOT INTELLIGENT ENOUGH TO RECOGNISE THE VALUE OF GOLD, BUT LARGE AMOUNTS OF FOOD CAN OFTEN INSTIL A CERTAIN LOYALTY IN THEM.
PROFILE: M WS BS ST WM IA LD
6 3 1 5 6 3 1 3 4

WEAPONS/ARMOUR:
- TROLLS DO NOT REQUIRE WEAPONS TO FIGHT BUT OFTEN CARRY A BIG CLUB. IN ANY EVENT, TROLLS CAN NEVER BE GIVEN WEAPONS OR ARMOUR.

SPECIAL RULES
- FEAR: TROLLS ARE FRIGHTENING MONSTERS, WHICH CAUSE FEAR.
- STUPIDITY: A TROLL IS SUBJECT TO THE RULES FOR STUPIDITY.
- REGENERATION: TROLLS HAVE A UNIQUE PHYSIOLOGY THAT ALLOWS THEM TO REGENERATE WOUNDS. WHENEVER AN ENEMY SUCCESSFULLY INFlicts A WOUND ON A TROLL ROLL A D6, ON A RESULT OF 4 OR MORE THE WOUND IS IGNORED AND THE TROLL IS UNHURT. TROLLS MAY NOT REGENERATE WOUNDS CAUSED BY FIRE OR FIRE-BASED MAGIC. TROLLS NEVER ROLL FOR INJURY AFTER A BATTLE.
- DUMB MONSTERS: A TROLL IS FAR TOO STUPID TO EVER LEARN ANY NEW SKILLS. TROLLS DO NOT GAIN EXPERIENCE.
- ALWAYS HUNGRY: A TROLL REQUIREs AN UPKEEP COST. THIS UPKEEP REPRESENTS THE COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF FOOD THAT MUST BE FED TO THE TROLL IN ORDER TO KEEP HIM LOYAL TO THE WAR Band. THE WAR Band MUST PAY 15 GC AFTER EVERY GAME IN ORDER TO KEEP THE TROLL. IF THE WAR Band LACKS THE GOLD TO PAY THE UPKEEP, THE BIGBOSS HAS THE OPTION OF SACRIFICING THREE SNOTLINGS OR TWO CAVE SQUIDS TO THE TROLL IN LIEU OF BUYING FOOD (TROLLS EAT NEARLY ANYTHING). IF THIS FEE IS NOT PAID (EITHER IN GOLD OR WAR Band MEMBERS) THE TROLL GETS HUNGRY AND WANDERS OFF IN SEARCH OF FOOD.
- VOMIT ATTACK: INSTEAD OF HIS NORMAL ATTACKS, A TROLL CAN REGURGITATE IT’S HIGHLY CORROSIVE DIGESTIVE JUICES ON AN UNFORTUNATE HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT OPPONENT. THIS IS A SINGLE ATTACK THAT AUTOMATICALLY HITS WITH A STRENGTH OF 5 AND IGNORES ARMOUR Saves.

0-1 SNOTLING MOB (CONSISTS OF 5 SNOTLINGS) 50 GOLD CROWNS TO HIRE (10 GOLD CROWNS PER SNOTLING TO REPLACE TO A MAXIMUM OF 5 SNOTLINGS).
PROFILE: M WS BS ST WM IA LD
4 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 4

WEAPONS/ARMOUR: CAN’T GET ANY WEAPONS OR ARMOUR BUT ALWAYS HAVE A DAGGER.
MOB: SNOTLINGS ARE NATURALLY GREGARIOUS CREATURES. ALL MEMBERS MUST STAY WITHIN 1” AND ALL WILL JOIN IN THE SAME COMBAT IF POSSIBLE.
WEEDY: IF WOUNDED THEY ADD +1 ON THE INJURY TABLE.
DODGY: THE LITTLE CREATURES ARE CONSTANTLY DUCKING AND DIVING IN THE MOST INFURIATING WAY. THEY GET 6+ DODGE SAVE AGAINST SHOOTING.
WAAGH MAGIC
WAAGH MAGIC ARE RITUALS OF A SORT, PRAYERS TO THE BOISTEROUS ORC GODS GORK AND MORK.

D6 RESULT

1 LED’Z GO DIFFICULTY: 9
THE SHAMAN’S HOWLING INVIGORATES THE LADZ TO FIGHT EVEN HARDER FOR GORK AND MORK.
ANY ORC OR GOBLIN WITHIN 4" OF THE SHAMAN WILL STRIKE FIRST IN HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
REGARDLESS OF OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES. THE SPELL ONLY LASTS UNTIL THE CASTER IS KNOCKED DOWN,
STUNNED OR TAKEN OUT OF ACTION.

2 O! GEROFF! DIFFICULTY: 7
A HUGE, GREEN ECTOPLASMIC HAND PUSHES AN ENEMY AWAY.
RANGE 8". MOVES ANY ENEMY MODEL WITHIN RANGE D6" DIRECTLY AWAY FROM THE SHAMAN. IF THE
TARGET COLLIDES WITH ANOTHER MODEL OR A BUILDING, BOTH SUFFER 1 SS HIT. NOTE: VERY HANDY
FOR DROPPING PEOPLE FROM HIGH BUILDINGS WITH. MAY NOT BE CAST ON MODELS IN HAND-TO-HAND
COMBAT.

3 ZZAP! DIFFICULTY: 9
A CRACKLING GREEN BOLT OF WAAGH! ENERGY ERUPTS FROM THE SHAMAN’S FOREHEAD TO STRIKE
THE SKULL OF THE CLOSEST FOE. THIS ENERGY EASILY OVERLOADS THE BRAIN OF A WEAK-WILLED
OPPONENT.
RANGE 12". CAUSES D3 S4 HITS ON THE CLOSEST ENEMY TARGET, WITH NO ARMOUR SAVES ALLOWED.

4 FOOLED YA! DIFFICULTY: 6
THE SHAMAN DISAPPEARS IN A GREEN MIST, CONFUSING HIS ENEMIES.
NO ENEMY MAY CHARGE THE SHAMAN DURING THEIR NEXT TURN. IF THE SHAMAN IS ENGAGED IN
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT HE MAY IMMEDIATELY MOVE 4" AWAY.

5 CLUBBA DIFFICULTY: 7
A HUGE, GREEN CLUB APPEARS IN THE HAND OF THE SHAMAN.
THE ECTOPLASMIC CLUB COUNTS AS A NORMAL CLUB WITH +2 STRENGTH BONUS AND GIVES THE
SHAMAN +1 ATTACK AS WELL. THIS SPELL LASTS UNTIL THE SHAMAN SUFFERS A WOUND.

6 FIRE OF GORK DIFFICULTY: 8
TWIN BOLTS OF GREEN FLAME SHOOT FROM THE SHAMAN’S NOSE TO STRIKE THE NEAREST ENEMY.
RANGE 12". EACH OF THE TWO BOLTS CAUSES D3 S5 HITS; THE BOLTS CAN EITHER BE FIRED BOTH AT THE
CLOSEST ENEMY TARGET OR SPILT BETWEEN THE TWO CLOSEST ENEMY TARGETS.